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Abstract

This investigation studies the structural and magnetic properties of the dou-

ble perovskites Ba2YRuO6, Ba2YReO6,Ba2YOsO6, Ba2MgReO6, Ba2ZnReO6,

Ba2Y2/3ReO6, Ba2MgOsO6, Ba2ZnOsO6, Ba2CdOsO6, La2LiRuO6, and La2LiOsO6.

These compounds were prepared as powders using conventional solid state

techniques. Structural characterization was performed with room temperature

powder x-ray diffraction, and for most compounds, room temperature and low

temperature powder neutron diffraction. The double perovskites in this in-

vestigation can be categorized as cubic Fm-3m and monoclinic P21/n. Over

the ranges of temperatures measured, no space group changes were detected.

Magnetic susceptibilty, magnetic hysteresis, and heat capacity measurements

revealed a variation of ground states and magnetism across this selection of

double perovskites. Inelastic neutron scattering experiments gave evidence for

spin gap formation in almost all of the compounds.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Transition and rare earth metal oxides

Transition metal and rare earth oxides display a wide variety of physical prop-

erties such as magnetism, superconductivity, and thermoelectricity to mention

a few. Focusing on the topic of magnetism, there are a number of factors which

contribute to magnetic ordering and its origin. Transition metal and rare earth

oxides typically form a periodic three dimensional array referred to as a crys-

tal lattice, due to the largely ionic nature of the chemical bonds[6]. These

crystal lattices provide a symmetry driven framework in which to investigate

the mechanisms of magnetic ordering. Due to the high amount of symmetry

and concentration of magnetic ions, long-range magnetic order, typically due

to superexchange interactions, can occur. Superexchange interactions, where

magnetic moments are coupled to one another due to orbital overlap via an

intervening diamagnetic ligand such as O2− and the Pauli exclusion principle,

are quantified by the exchange constant J[6]. This constant can be determined

experimentally and is then used to determine the underlying magnetism and
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its origin.

One type of symmetry to consider is the arrangement of oxygen atoms relative

to the metal atoms. The number of oxygen atoms around a metal centre is

called the coordination number and their geometry influences the valence elec-

trons on the metal centre. The oxygen is present in the compound as O2− and

for simplicity can be viewed as a region of negative charge. For transition met-

als the valence electrons on the metal centres are contained in the d orbitals.

Orbitals which are pointing directly towards O2− ions will experience greater

charge repulsion than orbitals which are not pointing towards O2− ions. This

causes a splitting in the degeneracy of the energy levels of the orbitals.

Figure 1.1: Schematic of 3d orbitals and octahedral oxygen environment

Consider the 3d orbitals in an octahedral environment of oxygen ions as shown

in Figure 1.1. The 3dx2−y2 and 3dz2 orbitals will be raised in energy to form

2
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a degenerate set of orbitals called the eg orbitals. The 3dxy, 3dxz, and 3dyz

orbitals will be lowered in energy to form a degenerate set of orbitals called the

t2g orbitals as shown in Figure 1.2. An understanding of orbital degeneracy

allows for a qualitative assessment of physical properties and can provide a

physical basis for phenomena such as Jahn-Teller distortions which can bring

about a structural change in the crystal lattice.

Figure 1.2: Schematic of splitting 3d orbitals into two degenerate energies

The high temperature random magnetic state is referred to as paramagnetism.

The moments will align to an applied magnetic field but will lose this alignment

when the magnetic field is no longer being applied. In an ordered magnetic

state, there exists long range correlations between the magnetic moments.

In all magnetic materials there is a coupling of moments between magnetic

ions which can be described with a Hamiltonian. This Hamiltonian typi-

cally includes terms such as nearest neighbours interactions and next nearest

neighbours interactions[7]. Depending on the number of terms used in the

Hamiltonian, the crystallography, and the number of magnetic ions, this cou-

pling ranges in complexity with a simple case being ferromagnetism using an

Ising type model. The Ising model assumes only one spin degree of freedom

3
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where spins can be aligned parallel or antiparallel to a particular axis[7]. In

measurements this is seen as slightly perturbed paramagnetic behaviour until

the critical temperature TC is reached. At this temperature the moments be-

come aligned parallel to the applied magnetic field as shown in Figure 1.3. The

sample remains magnetized even after the field is no longer being applied. An-

other type of magnetism is antiferromagnetism. In measurements this is seen

as slightly perturbed paramagnetic behaviour until the critical temperature

TN is reached. At this temperature the moments become aligned antiparallel

to the applied magnetic field as shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: one dimensional schematic of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic
ordering

These simple cases shown in Figure 1.3 use an Ising type model and do not

display the more complex geometries and magnetic interactions which are

available in two or three dimensional cases. Consider antiferromagnetic in-

teractions on the equilateral triangular lattice shown in Figure 1.4. There

is no arrangement of spins such that they are all simultaneously antiparallel

to their nearest neighbours, leading to geometric frustration. This occurs in

a series of two and three dimensional triangular, hexagonal and tetrahedral

geometries. This geometric frustration leads to an entropy dominated system

even at low temperatures and can give valuable insights into hypothetical phe-

4
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nomena such as a spin liquid state at zero Kelvin.

Figure 1.4: Geometric frustration due to nearest neighbour antiferromagnetic
coupling on an equilateral triangular.

1.2 Double Perovskites

Perovskite materials are a family of compounds which all have the chemical for-

mula ABX3. For transition metal oxides, the X site is typically oxygen though

some site substitutions with fluorine or nitrogen are reported, the A site is

often a large alkali or alkaline earth metal (the lanthanide atoms and actinides

are also a possibility) and the B site is commonly a transition metal. This large

variability in the A site and B site alone allows for a wide range of possible

compounds that can be formed and studied. In the case of double perovskites,

one can imagine taking two perovskites with the form ABX3 and A′B′X3 and

combining them to form a double perovskite of the form AA′BB′X6. Note

that double perovskite compounds are not simply mixtures of two perovskites

with domains and grain boundaries between the two types but an overarching

lattice structure. Depending on the ionic radii and charge of the A and A′

5
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ions, these sites can be mixed if the ionic radii and charge of the A and A′ ions

are similar. For many transition metal oxide double perovskites this tends to

be the case. In case of the double perovskites presented in this thesis, the A

ion and A′ ion are identical. Similarly for the B and B′ site, depending on the

ionic radii and charge of the B and B′ ions, these sites can also be mixed if

the ionic radii and charge of the B and B′ ions are similar. For the purpose of

investigating magnetism in geometrically frustrated arrangements, it’s desir-

able to have only one magnetic site which is fully occupied by only one species

of ion and the rest of the ions and sites to be non-magnetic. This can be

achieved by selecting pairs of B and B′ ions such that the difference between

their ionic radii and formal oxidation state is very large[8]. These pairs are

also chosen such that one of the ions has a closed valence shell configuration

(and is thus nonmagnetic) and the other ion has a desired number of valence

electrons. The ionic radii of the 4d transition metals in similar to that of the 5d

transition metals which allows for investigations which also probe the effects

of differences in 4d and 5d orbitals and spin-orbit coupling without changing

the geometric arrangement of the ions substantially or the number of valence

electrons on the magnetic site if desired. Pairs which have a charge difference

of at least two tend to form charge ordered sites with site mixing on the order

of one percent or less. The ionic radii of the A,A′,B,B′, and X ion can also be

used to determine the overall crystal structure the double perovskite is most

likely to form. A number called the tolerance factor, t, can be calculated in

the following manner[8]:

6
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t =

rA
2

+
rA′

2
+ rX

√
2(
rB
2

+
rB′

2
+ rX)

This definition for the tolerance factor is arranged to be exactly one for a cu-

bic system. The greater the deviation from unity, the less crystal symmetry

the lattice will have. For perovskites the tolerance factor typically falls in the

range of ∼0.9≤ t ≤1.0 with space group symmetry ranging from P21/n ←

I4/m ← Fm-3m. In this investigation, cubic and monoclinic crystal lattices

were studied.

The cubic lattice forms into the space group Fm-3m with a representative

atomic arrangement shown in Figure 1.5. When performing crystal structure

refinements on the cubic system, the following atomic positions were used (as

shown in Table 1.1) and the thermal factor, B, was refined to be a non-negative

value of a reasonable magnitude.

Ion Site Occupancy
A,A′ (0.25,0.25,0.25) 1.0

B (0.5,0.5,0.5) 1.0
B′ (0,0,0) 1.0
X (0.25-δ,0,0) 1.0

Table 1.1: Atomic positions for a cubic double perovskite.

The magnetic sublattice formed by considering only the B′ site is shown in

Figure 1.6. The bond distances between nearest neighbour B′ ions are identi-

7
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Figure 1.5: Crystal lattice of cubic Fm-3m Ba2YOsO6 with colour legend

cal,which forms a network of edge sharing tetrahedra. This geometric arrange-

ment can lead to a large degree of geometric magnetic frustration.

Figure 1.6: Magnetic sublattice of cubic double perovskites

The monoclinic lattice forms into the space group P21/n with a represen-

tative atomic arrangement shown in Figure 1.7. When performing crystal

structure refinements on the monoclinic system, Table 1.2 shows the atomic

positions used for La2LiOsO6 which were taken from previous literature[9](for

8
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Figure 1.7: Crystal lattice of monoclinic P21/n La2LiOsO6 with colour legend

the ruthenium based compound [4]) and the thermal factor, B, was refined to

be a non-negative value of a reasonable magnitude.

Ion Site Occupancy
A,A′ (0.49116,0.04600,0.25114) 1.0

B (0,0,0) 1.0
B′ (0.5,0.5,0) 1.0
X1 (0.21820,0.30110,0.04150) 1.0
X2 (0.57880,0.48280,0.24180) 1.0
X3 (0.30320,0.78180,0.04370) 1.0

Table 1.2: Atomic positions for monoclinic double perovskite La2LiOsO6.

The magnetic sublattice formed by considering only the B′ site is shown in

Figure 1.8. The nearest neighbour B′ ions still form a network of edge sharing

tetrahedra but the bond distances are not quite identical as in the case of

the cubic system. This will still lead to a degree of geometric magnetic frus-
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Figure 1.8: Magnetic sublattice of monoclinic double perovskites

tration but the monoclinic system will not be as frustrated as the cubic system.
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Chapter 2

Experimental Techniques

2.1 Solid state reactions

Solid state reactions of metals, metal oxides and metal carbonates are used to

produce a large variety of materials. These materials can take on many differ-

ent types of symmetries and properties. Site substitution of one element for

another allows for an indepth investigation of properties such as magnetism to

be explored experimentally with macroscopic approaches. Complicated effects

such as spin orbit coupling in 5d metals compared to their 4d and 3d metals

congeners can be observed through site substitution and magnetic measure-

ments. The procedure of combining metals, metal oxides and metal carbonates

then subjecting them to heat, atmosphere and pressure in order to produce

a pure material of a desired composition is a non-trivial matter. Typically

temperatures on the order of 1000OC are used with time scales on the order

of hours or days. The crucibles used in these reactions must also be able to

withstand these high temperatures, rapid changes in temperatures and not

undergo any reactions with the precursors or final product. Particle size, pre-

cursor homogeneity and overall sample size all influence the formation of the
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final product. Regrindings between subsequent mixtures improves homogene-

ity as well as particle size. It should be also be noted that not all phases are

equilibrium stable phases and can be metastable states. In these circumstances

a temperature quench may be required. Some precursors may also evaporate,

resulting in an off-stoichiometric mixture if not accounted for correctly.

2.2 X-Ray diffraction

X-ray diffraction includes a range of techniques which can be used to determine

the structure of materials and derive the orientation single crystals. Diffrac-

tion experiments map out the reciprocal lattice of a crystalline material by

measuring the intensity of scattered X-rays as a function of the detector po-

sition relative to the X-ray source. If an incoming X-ray has wave vector ~k

and scatters to ~k′, it has a scattering vector of ∆~k=~k-~k′. Scattering can only

occur when ∆~k is equal to an integer multiple of the reciprocal lattice vector

~a: ∆~k=n~a [10]. This is an extension of Bragg’s Law: nλ=2dsinθ where n

is the order of the diffraction, λ is the X-ray wavelength, d is related to the

interplanar spacing in the crystal lattice and θ is the dispersion angle[10]. For

powder X-ray diffraction (XRD), a collimated monochromatic X-ray source

with a rotating sample stage and a detector with a θ degree of freedom are

used. The X-ray source is a copper anode which produces Kα1, Kα2, and Kβ

radiation. In order to produce a monochromated beam with only Kα1= 1.541

Å, a nickel filter is used to absorb the Kβ radiation and a germanium crystal

monochromator is used to exclude the Kα2 radiation. The sample stage con-

tains a goniometer which spins the sample so that all the different planes of
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orientation are measured. The θ angle of the X-ray source remains fixed and

the X-ray detector rotates relative to the stage which are given as 2θ angles

by convention as shown in Figure 2.1. The detector rotates through a range

of angles and measures the intensity of the X-rays. Angular positions with

a large diffracted intensity reveal structural information and the spacing of

atoms in the crystal lattice. These data are analyzed and compared to known

structures using databases such as EVA and subsequently fit to a structural

model using the Rietveld refinement program[11].

Figure 2.1: Schematic of X-ray diffraction experimental setup for powder X-ray
diffraction

2.3 Magnetization by SQUID magnetometry

A superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer com-

bines the flux quantization phenomenon and Josephson tunnelling to measure

extremely small magnetic fluxes with very high precision [12]. The flux inside

a superconducting ring is quantized by[10]:
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Φ =
nh

2e

where n is an integer, h is Planck’s constant and e is the charge of the elec-

tron. SQUID magnetometry allows you to measure the magnetization of a

sample over a range of temperatures and applied magnetic fields. When mea-

suring a sample there are two main modes which will be considered. Zero

field cooling (ZFC) involves cooling the sample with no magnetic field ap-

plied and then applying the magnetic field for measuring after the sample has

reached temperature. Field cooling (FC) involves cooling the sample with the

magnetic field applied and then measuring the sample when it reaches temper-

ature. Differences between the ZFC and FC measurements indicate that the

magnetization is not a property of thermal equilibrium as it is path dependent.

Paramagnetism provides a magnetic susceptibility profile comparable to the

one shown in Figure 2.2. At higher temperatures, thermal fluctuations keeps

the spins from aligning parallel to the applied field. As the temperature de-

creases a larger component of the spins align parallel to the applied field.

This can also occur at significantly large magnitudes of applied fields. This

behaviour is described in the relation called the Curie Law[10]:

χ =
M

H
=
C

T
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where χ represents the magnetic susceptibility, M is the magnetization, H is

the applied field, T is the temperature and C is the Curie constant.

Figure 2.2: Example representations of the magnetic susceptibility and inverse
susceptibility in paramagnetism, C=1/slope of the inverse susceptibility

Ferromagnetism provides a magnetic susceptibility profile comparable to the

one shown in Figure 2.3. At a critical temperature referred to as Tc the Curie

temperature, the spins align parallel to the field. This behaviour resembles

paramagnetism however all the spins align completely and the x-intercept of

the inverse susceptibility is a positive value instead of zero as it is in param-

agnetism.

Antiferromagnetism provides a magnetic susceptibility profile comparable to

the one shown in Figure 2.4. At a critical temperature referred to as TN the

Neel temperature, the spins align antiparallel to their nearest neighbouring

spins[10]. This behaviour can be described by a modification to the Curie law

used for paramagnetism called the Curie-Weiss law[10]:
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Figure 2.3: Example representations of magnetic susceptibility and inverse
susceptibility in ferromagnetism

χ =
C

T − θ

where C is the Curie constant and θ is the Weiss constant. The strength of

the spin-spin interactions can be determined by fitting this line to the straight

line region of the inverse susceptibility, which resembles a paramagnetic region,

to determine the Weiss constant[10]. This Weiss constant will be a negative

value and the more negative it is, the greater the strength of the antiferromag-

netic interactions. This comparison is only valid when comparing compounds

with the same spin value and crystal structures because θ depends on the spin

value and the number of nearest neighbours and next neighbours etc. A posi-

tive Weiss constant corresponds to ferromagnetic correlations.
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Figure 2.4: Example representations of magnetic susceptibility and inverse
susceptibility in antiferromagnetism

From the Curie constant C, which is taken as the slope of the inverse suscepti-

bility plot in a linear high temperature, an effective moment can be extracted

by using[10]:

µ =
√

8CµB

Another application of SQUID magnetometry is to measure magnetic hys-

teresis in a sample. This is done by first cooling the temperature below the

magnetic ordered state, typically to base temperature, then applying a strong

negative magnetic field and sweeping through zero magnetic field to a strong

positive magnetic field and then reversing from strong positive field to strong

negative field. This measurement is performed on ferromagnetic materials to

assess whether the material can be classified as a hard or soft magnet. Shown

on the left in Figure 2.5, is a hard magnet which displays a large variance

between the paths and on the right is a soft magnet which displays almost
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no path dependence[12]. If the applied field is sufficiently large it can also

indicate the saturated moment of the material when all of its moments are

pointed along the direction of the applied field.

Figure 2.5: Example representations of magnetic hysteresis for a hard magnet
on the left and a soft magnet on the right

2.4 Heat capacity

Heat capacity measurements were performed using the Oxford Instruments

Maglab system using the quasi-static equilibrium relaxation method [13]. For

these measurements 10 mg sintered pellets were fixed on a sapphire plate with

100 ug of apezion grease and heat pulses were applied. The contribution from

the apezion grease was subtracted from the final results. By applying a known

amount of heat to the system, knowing the sample mass and the mass of the

apezion grease then waiting for the system to release the heat (relaxation)

it is possible to determine the heat capacity. Sharp features such as lambda

anomalies[13] indicate phase transitions in the material. For example these

phase transitions can be structural or magnetic. One method for confirming
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if a peak is potentially magnetic in origin is to measure the heat capacity of

an isostructural compound with no magnetic sites and compare. This tech-

nique is complemented by low temperature x-ray or neutron diffraction, high

temperature x-ray or neutron diffraction and magnetic susceptibility. Typi-

cally, if there is no structural change observed by diffraction and the transition

temperature in the magnetic susceptibility data matches the temperature at

which a feature is observed in the heat capacity and that is high likely to be

magnetic in origin. If the isostructural compound closely matches the lattice

parameters and atoms in the desired compound then it can be considered as a

reasonable match for the lattice contributions to the heat capacity. The lattice

contributions can often be fitted to a power law involving odd powers of Tn,

with n=1,3,5[7]. The materials studied in this investigation are all assumed to

be insulators.

2.5 Neutron scattering

Neutrons are a unique probe of matter since they are electrically neutral

Fermions with a magnetic moment of 1.91304272(45)µN , where µN =
e}

2mp

[14],and

thus interact weakly with matter. This allows for bulk structural and mag-

netic investigations of materials without damaging the sample or altering the

fundamental physics taking place. Additionally, neutrons are able to produce

or destroy low energy excitations in materials, such as phonons and magnons,

by losing or gaining energy from the sample. However, since neutrons are

electrically neutral, relatively low in energy, and in flux compared to x-ray

scattering, a large number of neutrons is required in order to perform mea-
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surements. Neutron scattering uses a beam of neutrons produced by either

a neutron fission reactor or a neutron spallation source. In the case of a fis-

sion reactor, a continuous flow of neutrons is produced from a radioactive

source such as uranium. Spallation sources use heavy metal targets (large

atomic number Z and correspondingly a large number of neutrons, mercury

for example) that are bombarded by pulses of protons which are produced in

an accelerator ring. When the target is hit by the proton pulses it releases

neutron pulses. Spallation sources produce neutron pulses and flux reactors

produce a continuous flow of neutrons. These different approaches to neutron

production allow for different experimental designs to utilize the neutrons pro-

duced. Since neutrons are able to lose or gain energy by interacting with the

sample, neutron scattering is often broken into two categories, elastic neutron

diffraction and inelastic neutron scattering.

Elastic neutron diffraction refers to neutron scattering where the neutron main-

tains the same incident energy and does not gain or lose energy to the sample.

The neutrons are typically viewed as matter waves in this type of experiment,

hence elastic neutron diffraction. This technique works very similar to the

x-ray diffraction discussed earlier with the addition that the neutron is also

able to scatter off of magnetic moments as well. However, unlike x-rays which

scatter off of electron cloud densities and thus more electrons (higher atomic

number Z) equals greater scattering, neutrons scatter due to interaction with

the nucleus itself and the magnetic moments on the atom. Each atom has

a characteristic neutron scattering cross length, b, which is independent of

its atomic number. This can be extremely useful in determining atomic struc-
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tures which contain low atomic number atoms or atoms that are close in atomic

number that are difficult to either detect or distinguish with a conventional

technique such as x-ray diffraction. Neutrons are also capable of determin-

ing long range magnetic structures. Magnetic structures can have different

symmetry and periodicity from the underlying atomic structure. For a simple

example, consider a one dimensional chain of monoatomic atoms which are

spaced a distance, D, apart as shown in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Illustration of antiferromagnetic ordering in a one dimensional
monoatomic basis which has double the unit cell parameter of the atomic unit
cell.

Beside the monoatomic chain of atoms in Figure 2.6 is that exact chain but

with antiferromagnetically aligned moments. The atomic structure has a unit

cell length of D but the magnetic structure would have a unit cell length of 2D.

Since the magnetic structure does not have the same unit cell as the atomic

structure, a different set of diffraction peaks will be generated when the sys-

tem is in a magnetically long range ordered state. Another simple example

is to consider the same one dimensional chain of monoatomic atoms except

this time the spins are all ferromagnetically aligned and pointing in the same

direction. In this case the atomic and magnetic unit cell length will be D

and therefore both the atomic and magnetic diffraction peaks will occur at

the same scattering angles. It is important to note that these two simple one
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dimensional models do not describe more complex systems that occur in real

material systems. The two one dimensional cases assumed that the periodic-

ity of the magnetic moments had to be commensurate (integer value multiple)

with the atomic structure. Magnetic structures often are commensurate with

the atomic structure but they can be incommensurate. Three dimensional ma-

terials can host a variety of complex magnetism from frustrated magnetism,

interesting spin orientations, canting of moments, spiral or helical long range

order, glassy or frozen spin states, and potential spin liquid states.

Elastic neutron diffraction can be performed using either a flux or spalla-

tion neutron source. High angular resolution in the elastic channel, a well

monochromated neutron beam (well defined wavelength of neutron without

sacrificing all the intensity of the beam), and reasonable counting statistics are

key for the clean diffraction patterns and efficient use of experimental beam-

time. For this investigation, the powder diffractometer located at instrument

line C2 in Chalk River National Laboratories was used for powder neutron

diffraction with instrument scientist Roxana Flacau. The angular spread of

the detector allows for 80 degrees to be measured simultaneously. It is also on

a moveable track so that two sets of data are able to cover a full spectrum of

angles in order to do very accurate refinements. The neutron wavelength can

be tuned between 1-4Å, a resolution of ∼0.6 degrees (optional collimators can

increase this resolution to ∼0.4 or ∼0.2 degrees depending on the collimator

used)[15].
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Inelastic neutron scattering involves interactions between the neutron and the

sample where the neutron’s incident and final energy are not necessarily the

same. For example, this can occur when the neutron loses energy to the sam-

ple and creates a phonon excitation in the sample. Q-independent features

correspond to localized phenomena in real space such as energy levels on ap-

proximately free atom sites. Magnetic excitations are most clearly detectable

at low q values and the strength of the scattering goes like the moment on the

atom squared.

The inelastic neutron scattering measurements for this investigation were per-

formed on the SEQUIOA beamline at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS)

in Oak Ridge National Laboratories [16]. SEQUIOA is a fine resolution Fermi

chopper spectrometer which means it utilizes a series of choppers which al-

lows for the a well defined neutron incident energy[17]. The choppers consist

of rotating blades which are made of a neutron absorbing material. Thus by

choosing the rotation speed of the choppers, only neutrons with particular in-

cident energies will be able to pass through. SEQUIOA has an incident energy

range of ∼4-2000 meV. This energy range is on the order of typical crystal field

level excitations, Jahn-Teller distortions, acoustic phonons, low energy optical

phonons and can allow for the investigation of low lying excitations such as

spin gaps. The detector chamber used by SEQUIOA is wall-papered with neu-

tron detectors in order to give a vertical coverage of ∼-18 to 18 degrees and a

horizontal overage of ∼-30 to 60 degrees. This allows for a large coverage in

reciprocal space Q while simultaneously exploring a range of neutron energy

changes between incident and final energy. Neutrons which have did not gain
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or lose energy compromise the elastic channel (energy change of zero) and can

be used to extract information on elastic diffraction with the sample. By look-

ing at the Q dependence of the features in the inelastic, physical phenomena

can be identified and compared to theoretical predictions.
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Chapter 3

Results

3.1 Ba2YAO6 where A=(Ru,Re,Os)

Ba2YRuO6 was synthesized by mixing stoichiometric amounts of BaCO3, Y2O3

and RuO2, packing the well ground mixture into a platinum crucible and re-

acting for four days in air at 1200oC with one intermittent regrinding. For

Ba2YOsO6, a stoichiometric combination of Ba4Y2O7, and Os with 10% ex-

cess Os was mixed and packed into a platinum crucible and reacted in air at

1400oC for one and half hours with one intermittent regrinding. Os metal can

react with the air when heated to form gaseous by-products so it is essential

to use a furnace such as a box furnace which has been preheated to 1400oC in

order to reduce the formation of gaseous by-products. Ba4Y2O7 was used af-

ter attempts using BaCO3, BaO2, and Y2O3 were unable to produce samples

of high enough purity. Ba4Y2O7 can be produced by mixing stoichiometric

amounts of BaCO3 and Y2O3 and reacting at 1000oC in air with one intermit-

tent regrinding. Ba4Y2O7 is a metastable phase so a box furnace is used to

quench the sample from 1000oC to room temperature relatively quickly. Both

Ba2YRuO6 and Ba2YOsO6 acquired oxygen from the air in order to acquire
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an oxidation state of +5 for Ru and Os. In the case of Ba2YReO6, a 1:5 ratio

of Re:ReO3 was used along with stoichiometric amounts of BaCO3 and Y2O3

in order to ensure an average rhenium oxidation state of +5. This mixture

was then packed into a platinum crucible, placed in a high temperature tube

furnace and argon gas was flowed for six hours to purge the tube. After purg-

ing, the argon flow was reduced and the mixture was heated to 1200oC for

two days. Purity of the all the samples were then checked by x-ray diffraction

and additional regrindings and refirings were performed accordingly. The elec-

tron configurations for Ru5+,Re5+, and Os5+ are 4d3, 5d2, and 5d3 respectively.

The Ba2YAO6 series where A=(Ru,Re,Os) all form in the cubic Fm-3m space

group. X-ray powder diffraction data were collected using a PANAlytical

X-pert diffractometer using CuKα1 radiation (λ = 1.54056Å) at ambient tem-

perature for all samples over the range 10o to 120o in 2θ. The data were then

imported into the FullProf Suite and the Rietveld[11] software was used to

create fits to the powder x-ray data to extract the lattice parameters and the

O2− positional parameters for these compounds. Shown in Figure 3.1 is a

representative Rietveld fit where the data are shown in red, the black curve

is the fit, the blue ticks are expected locations for Bragg peaks, and the blue

line is the difference between the data and the fit.
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Figure 3.1: Rietveld refinement of Ba2YOsO6 at room temperature where the
data is shown with red dots, the fit is the black line, the blue ticks indicate
predicted structural peaks, and the blue line shows the difference between the
data and the fit.

The room temperature lattice parameters for the Ba2YRuO6, Ba2YReO6 and

Ba2YOsO6 are 8.3376(4)Å, 8.3986(3)Å, and 8.3560(1)Å respectively.
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For Ba2YAO6 (where A=Ru,Re,Os), zero field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled

(FC) magnetic susceptibility measurements were performed using a SQUID

magnetometer with an applied field of 0.05 T.

Figure 3.2: ZFC magnetic susceptibility measurements on Ba2YRuO6. Inset:
Inverse susceptibility of the ZFC data for Ba2YRuO6. Plot from [1]

Magnetic susceptibility measurements on Ba2YRuO6 shown in Figure 3.2 in-

dicate a magnetic phase transition to an antiferromagnetic ordered state at

∼ 36K. Using a Curie-Weiss fit in the high temperature linear region in the

inverse susceptibility data gives the following values: C=1.69(1) emu-K/mole,

θc=-402(3)K, and µeff = 3.67(3)µB.
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Figure 3.3: On top: ZFC(shown in black) and FC(shown in red) magnetic
susceptibility measurements on Ba2YReO6. On bottom: Inverse susceptibility
of the FC data for Ba2YReO6
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Magnetic susceptibility measurements (Figure 3.3) on Ba2YReO6 show a di-

vergence in the ZFC and FC to a glassy system with antiferromagnetic inter-

actions given by θc=-398(3)K.

Figure 3.4: ZFC magnetic susceptibility measurements on Ba2YOsO6. Inset:
Inverse susceptibility of the ZFC data for Ba2YOsO6. Plot from [2]

Magnetic susceptibility measurements on Ba2YOsO6 show a magnetic phase

transition to an antiferromagnetic ordered state at ∼ 69K (Figure 3.4). No

divergence between the FC and ZFC data is observed. Using a Curie-Weiss

fit to data in the high temperature linear region gives the following values:

C=2.154(8) emu-K/mole, θc=-772(4)K, and µeff = 4.15µB.

Elastic neutron diffraction experiments on Ba2YRuO6 and Ba2YOsO6 were

performed independently at the powder diffractometer at the C2 instrument
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at Chalk River National Laboratories[1]. In previous work the Ba2YRuO6 was

determined to have an ordered moment of 2.1(2)µB with an ordering wave vec-

tor of k(001)[1]. The ordered moment of 1.65(6)µB with ordering wave vector

of k(001) for Ba2YOsO6 was determined using the k-search function of the

Rietveld refinement suit in conjunction with a Rietveld refinement (Figure 3.5

and Figure 3.6). As one would expect from a less than half filled outer shell,

the moment on the Os5+ ion is smaller than the moment on the Ru5+ ion due

to hybridization of Os5+ with the O2− ligands. The increased covalency of the

Os5+ (5d3) relative to Ru5+ (4d3) would also reduced the ordered moment.

Figure 3.5: Rietveld refinement on elastic neutron diffraction Ba2YOsO6 for
both the nuclear and magnetic structure where the series of N markings de-
note the location of nuclear peaks and the M markings denote the location of
magnetic peaks.
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Figure 3.6: Magnetic structure of Ba2Y(Ru,Os)O6 from Rietveld refinement
with ordering wave vector k(001).

Inelastic neutron scattering experiments on Ba2YRuO6 and Ba2YOsO6 were

performed independently at the SEQUIOA beamline at the SNS at Oak Ridge

National Laboratories. Ba2YRuO6 was investigated in previous work to have

a spin gap in the low q region with a gap energy of ∼5meV[3]. Investigation

of Ba2YOsO6 by Edwin Kermarrec displayed a spin gap in the low q region

but with a much larger spin gap energy of ∼17meV.
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Figure 3.7: Plot of inelastic neutron scattering of Ba2YRuO6 showing the
formation of the spin gap of 5meV taken from [3].
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Figure 3.8: Plot of inelastic neutron scattering of Ba2YOsO6 showing the
formation of the spin gap of 17meV from[2].
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3.2 Ba2MReO6 where M=(Mg,Zn,Y2/3)

The BaMReO6 where (M=Mg,Zn,Y2/3) compounds were prepared by conven-

tional solid state reactions. For all the compounds in this system, the rhenium

oxidation state is 6+ which gives an electron configuration of 5d1. Stoichiomet-

ric amounts of BaCO3, MgO, ZnO, Y2O3 and ReO3 were ground together and

heated in argon for two days in a platinum crucible at 1200oC for M=Mg,Y2/3

and 1000oC for M=Zn. The prepared samples were characterized as single

phase using x-ray diffraction. In addition, the isostructural series Ba2MWO6

were prepared to serve as non-magnetic analogues to the rhenium compounds

for an approximation of the lattice contribution to the specific heat. Stoichio-

metric amounts of BaCO3, MgO, ZnO, and WO3 were ground together and

heated in air for two days in an alumina crucible at 1200oC for M=Mg,Zn. In

order to produce a phase pure Ba2Y2/3WO6, first BaCO3, 10% deficient Y2O3,

and WO3 were ground together and heated to 1400oC for two days in a tube

furnace with an atmosphere of argon 5% hydrogen. The resulting dark blue

powder was then heated for three hours in air at 700oC.

The Ba2MReO6 and Ba2MWO6 series where M=(Mg,Zn,Y2/3) all form in the

cubic Fm-3m space group. X-ray powder diffraction data were collected using

a PANAlytical X-pert diffractometer using CuKα1 radiation (λ = 1.54056Å)

at ambient temperature for all samples over the range 10o to 120o in 2θ. This

data was then imported into the FullProf Suite and the Rietveld[11] software

was used to create fits to the powder x-ray data to extract the lattice param-

eters for these compounds. Shown in Figure 3.9 is a representative Rietveld
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fit where the data is shown in red, the black curve is the fit, the blue ticks are

expected locations for Bragg peaks, and the blue is the difference between the

data and the fit.

Figure 3.9: Rietveld refinement of Ba2MgReO6 at room temperature where
the data is shown with red dots, the fit is the black line, the blue ticks indicate
predicted structural peaks, and the blue line shows the difference between the
data and the fit.
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The room temperature lattice parameters for the Ba2MgReO6, Ba2ZnReO6,

Ba2Y2/3ReO6, Ba2MgWO6, Ba2ZnWO6, and Ba2Y2/3WO6 are 8.0849(2)Å,

8.1148(1)Å, 8.3602(2)Å, 8.10313(6)Å, 8.12056(9)Å, and 8.38412(9)Å respec-

tively.

For Ba2MReO6 (where M=Mg,Zn,Y2/3), zero field cooled (ZFC) and field

cooled (FC) magnetic susceptibility measurements were performed using a

SQUID magnetometer with an applied field of 0.05 T. Magnetization mea-

surements were taken at 2K over an applied field range of -5 to 5T.
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Figure 3.10: On top: ZFC(shown in blue) and FC(shown in red) magnetic sus-
ceptibility measurements on Ba2MgReO6. On bottom: Inverse susceptibility
of the FC data for Ba2MgReO6
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Magnetic susceptibility measurements on Ba2MgReO6 shows a transition tem-

perature around ∼16 K with to a ferromagnetic ordered state (Figure 3.10).

Depending on the linear region chosen in the inverse magnetic susceptibily data

for Ba2MgReO6, two sets of Curie constants, Weiss constants θc, and effective

moments can be extracted using the Curie-Weiss model. High temperature fits

give the values C=0.1179(8)emu-K/mole, θc=-141(3)K, and µeff = 0.971µB.

The large negative value would lead one to conclude antiferromagnetic interac-

tions are occurring which does not appear to be consistent with the behaviour

of the system at the ordering temperature. A fit taken in a linear region of

the inverse susceptibility closer to the transition temperature give the values

C=0.0275(4)emu-K/mole, θc=21.1(1)K, and µeff = 0.473µB. The fit near the

transition temperatures indicates ferromagnetic interactions.
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Figure 3.11: Magnetic hysteresis measurements of Ba2MgReO6 at 2K

The magnetic hysteresis measurements, shown in Figure 3.11, on Ba2MgReO6

indicate a coercivity of ∼0.2 T with a saturated magnetic moment of ∼0.3µB.

The presence of coercivity in magnetic hysteresis suggests that this system is

ferromagnetic below the transition temperature. Additionally, the value of the

the saturated magnetic moment is sufficiently large to exclude the possibility

of a canted antiferromagnetic system.
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Figure 3.12: On top: ZFC(shown in blue) and FC(shown in red) magnetic sus-
ceptibility measurements on Ba2ZnReO6. On bottom: Inverse susceptibility
of the ZFC data for Ba2ZnReO6
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Magnetic susceptibility measurements on Ba2ZnReO6 show a magnetic phase

transition to a ferromagnetic ordered state at ∼ 16K (Figure 3.12). Using a

Curie-Weiss fit in the high temperature linear region in the inverse suscepti-

bility data gives the following values: C=0.0450(4)emu-K/mole, θc=20(1)K,

and µeff = 0.6µB.

Figure 3.13: Magnetic hysteresis measurements of Ba2ZnReO6 at 2K

The magnetic hysteresis measurements, shown in Figure 3.13, on Ba2ZnReO6

indicate a coercivity of∼0.08 T with a saturated magnetic moment of∼0.19µB.

The presence of coercivity in magnetic hysteresis suggests that this system is

ferromagnetic below the transition temperature.
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Figure 3.14: On top: ZFC(shown in blue) and FC(shown in red) magnetic sus-
ceptibility measurements on Ba2Y2/3ReO6. On bottom: Inverse susceptibility
of the ZFC data for Ba2Y2/3ReO6
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Unlike Ba2MgReO6 and Ba2ZnReO6 which indicate a ferromagnetic ordered

state, Ba2Y2/3ReO6 demonstrates a spin glass phase transition at ∼16K (Fig-

ure 3.14). This is characterized by the splitting the ZFC and FC measurements

where the FC become almost flat after the transition and ZFC decreases.

The behaviour at low temperatures is attributed to impurity. Using a Curie-

Weiss fit in the high temperature linear region in the inverse susceptibility

data gives the following values: C=0.428(4)emu-K/mole, θc=-528(7)K, and

µeff = 1.9µB. Since µeff is so large compared to the theoretical value, it is

likely that a true Curie-Weiss regime is not present.

Figure 3.15: Magnetic hysteresis measurements of Ba2Y2/3ReO6 at 2K

The magnetic hysteresis for Ba2Y2/3ReO6 shows no saturation (Figure3.15).
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Heat capacity measurements were taken over the range of approximately 4K

to 45K and compared to the isostructural non-magnetic tungsten compounds.

The heat capacity of the isostructural compounds are fit using three param-

eters (K1,K2,K3)in the form: Cp=K1T+K2T
3+K3T

5. These fits can then be

used to subtract an approximation of the non-magnetic contributions to the

heat capacity so that only the magnetic portion remains as can be seen in Fig-

ure 3.16, Figure 3.17, and Figure 3.18. These approach is not perfect but it

can lead to the observation of more subtle features such as Schottky anomalies

which would have otherwise been missed.
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Figure 3.16: On top: Heat capacity of Ba2MgReO6 (shown in blue) and
Ba2MgWO6 (shown in red) with a fit for the Ba2MgWO6 data. On bot-
tom: Subtraction of the Ba2MgWO6 fit to show the magnetic heat capacity of
Ba2MgReO6
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Figure 3.17: On top: Heat capacity of Ba2ZnReO6 (shown in black) and
Ba2ZnWO6 (shown in red) with a fit for the Ba2ZnWO6 data. On bot-
tom: Subtraction of the Ba2ZnWO6 fit to show the magnetic heat capacity of
Ba2ZnReO6
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Figure 3.18: On top: Heat capacity of Ba2Y2/3ReO6 (shown in black) and
Ba2Y2/3WO6 (shown in red) with a fit for the Ba2Y2/3WO6 data. On bottom:
Subtraction of the Ba2Y2/3WO6 fit to show the magnetic heat capacity of
Ba2Y2/3ReO6
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Neutron diffraction experiments were performed on the Ba2MReO6 (where

M=Mg,Zn,Y2/3) series on the powder diffractometer on instrument line C2

at Chalk River National Laboratories. The samples were approximately 2

grams, loaded into vanadium cans, and temperature was controlled using a

top-loading closed cycle refrigerator. Two incident wavelengths of neutrons

were used, 1.33Å and 2.37Å, with measurements taken at 3K and 290K for

each wavelength. Due to small moments arising from the 5d1 spins, and ferro-

magnetic ordering (in the case of M=Mg,Zn) or spin glass behaviour (Y2/3),

no magnetic diffraction peaks could be confirmed. However, it was shown that

the unit cell stayed cubic down to the lowest temperatures measured with no

detectable splitting of the peaks which would be expected for a Jahn-Teller

distortion. Representative diffraction patterns are shown in Figure 3.19.
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Figure 3.19: Rietveld refinements of neutron powder data at 290K on
Ba2MgReO6. On top: λ=2.37Å. On bottom: λ=1.33Å
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Neutron scattering measurements were performed on the Ba2MReO6 (where

M=Mg,Zn,Y2/3) series at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS, Oak Ridge Na-

tional Laboratory), on the SEQUOIA Fine Resolution Fermi Chopper Spec-

trometer [16]. An incident neutron energy of 25meV, 60meV, and 120meV

was used with a temperature range of 6K to 70K. The samples were enclosed

in annular aluminum cells with a He exchange gas atmosphere and loaded into

an Orange 4He-flow cryostat. An identical empty can was measured under the

same experimental conditions and used for background subtraction.

Unfortunately due to the low scattering from the 5d1 moments, energy res-

olution, and experimental considerations, the existence or non-existence of a

spin gap in these samples could not be confirmed. It is also possible to in-

vestigate the potential Jahn-Teller splitting which was not detectable by the

elastic neutron diffraction. Assuming that the distortion splits the j=3/2 state

into two doublets, δ can be estimated from the standard theory for Schottky

anomalies, i.e., δ= T(Cpmax)/0.417=80K or ∼7 meV (Figure 3.20) [18]. This

energy lies within the range which is detectable by inelastic neutron scattering.

The inelastic neutron scattering data for all three rhenate compounds (Figure

3.21) show no detectable signs of a spin gap or a Jahn-Teller distortion around

7 meV. The features located at 14K are an artifact from a combination of im-

proper shielding and a resulting secondary diffraction of the elastic scattering

which arrives at the detectors at a later time than the proper elastic channel.

The wave-like features which grow in intensity from low q to high q are at-

tributed to phonons.
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Figure 3.20: Possible energy level scheme for a t2g1 ion subject to SOC and a
JT splitting where the numbers in parentheses indicate the state degeneracy.
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Figure 3.21: Inelastic neutron scattering data for the Ba2MReO6 (where
M=Mg,Zn,Y2/3) series shown with varying incident energy levels including
25meV, 60meV, and 120 meV with empty can subtractions.
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3.3 Ba2GOsO6 where G=(Mg,Zn,Cd)

The Ba2GOsO6 where (G=Mg,Zn,Cd) compounds were prepared by conven-

tional solid state reactions. For all the compounds in this system, the osmium

oxidation state is 6+ which gives an electron configuration of 5d2. Stoichio-

metric amounts of BaO2, MgO, 10% excess ZnO, CdO and 10% excess Os were

ground together, packed into a platinum crucible and heated in air at 1000oC

for the following lengths of time: four days for Ba2MgOsO6, four hours for

Ba2ZnOsO6, and one hour for Ba2CdOsO6. Similar to the preparation of

Ba2YOsO6, a box furnace which is preheated to the reaction temperatures in

order to avoid slowly heating the Os metal in air and forming gaseous by-

products. In addition, the isostructural series Ba2GWO6 were prepared to

serve as non-magnetic analogues to the osmium compounds for an approxima-

tion of the lattice contribution to the specific heat. Stoichiometric amounts

of BaCO3, MgO, ZnO,CdO, and WO3 were ground together and heated in air

for two days in an alumina crucible at 1200oC for G=Mg,Zn and 1200oC for Cd.

The Ba2GOsO6 series where G=(Mg,Zn,Cd) all form in the cubic Fm-3m

space group. X-ray powder diffraction data were collected using a PANAlyt-

ical X-pert diffractometer using CuKα1 radiation (λ = 1.54056Å) at ambient

temperature for all samples over the range 10o to 120o in 2θ. This data was

then imported into the FullProf Suite and the Rietveld[11] software was used

to create fits to the powder x-ray data to extract the lattice parameters for

these compounds. Shown in Figure 3.22 is a representative Rietveld fit where

the data is shown in red, the black curve is the fit, the blue ticks are expected
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locations for Bragg peaks, and the blue is the difference between the data and

the fit.

Figure 3.22: Rietveld refinement of Ba2CdOsO6 at room temperature where
the data is shown with red dots, the fit is the black line, the blue ticks indicate
predicted structural peaks, and the blue line shows the difference between the
data and the fit.
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The room temperature lattice parameters for the Ba2MgOsO6, Ba2ZnOsO6

and Ba2CdOsO6 are 8.0757(1)Å, 8.0975(1)Å, and 8.3190(1)Å respectively.

For Ba2GOsO6 (where G=Mg,Zn,Cd), zero field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled

(FC) magnetic susceptibility measurements were performed using a SQUID

magnetometer with an applied field of 0.1 T. Magnetization measurements

were taken at 2K over an applied field range of -5 to 5T. All of the Ba2GOsO6

were found to contain some amount (on the order of a few percent) of impurity

phase Ba4Os11O24 which is known to have a weak ferromagnetic transition at

6K [19]. This impurity was not always possible to detect in the x-ray diffraction

data but was present all the magnetic susceptibility and magnetic hysteresis

measurements. Therefore all ferromagnetic behaviour occurring at 6K and

below is attributed to the impurity phase as well as small coercivity in the

hysteresis measurements which were taken at 2K.
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Figure 3.23: On top: ZFC(shown in blue) and FC(shown in red) magnetic sus-
ceptibility measurements on Ba2MgOsO6. On bottom: Inverse susceptibility
of the FC data for Ba2MgOsO6
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Magnetic susceptibility measurements on Ba2MgOsO6 show a ZFC/FC di-

vergence around 10 K and a possible transition temperature at ∼45K with

antiferromagnetic interactions (Figure 3.23). Using a Curie-Weiss fit in the

high temperature linear region in the inverse susceptibility data gives the fol-

lowing values: C=0.192(5)emu-K/mole, θc=-51(2)K, and µeff = 1.2µB.

Figure 3.24: Magnetic hysteresis measurements of Ba2MgOsO6 at 2K

The magnetic hysteresis measurements on Ba2MgOsO6 show small amounts

of coercivity from the impurity phase and no saturation.
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Figure 3.25: On top: ZFC(shown in black) and FC(shown in red) magnetic
susceptibility measurements on Ba2ZnOsO6. On bottom: Inverse susceptibil-
ity of the ZFC data for Ba2ZnOsO6

Magnetic susceptibility measurements on Ba2ZnOsO6 shows a ZFC/FC diver-

gence and potentially ordered state at ∼30 K with antiferromagnetic interac-

tions (Figure 3.25). Using a Curie-Weiss fit in the high temperature linear re-

gion in the inverse susceptibility data gives the following values: C=0.365(5)emu-
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K/mole, θc=-107(2)K, and µeff = 1.7µB.

Figure 3.26: On top: ZFC(shown in black) and FC(shown in red) magnetic
susceptibility measurements on Ba2CdOsO6. On bottom: Inverse susceptibil-
ity of the ZFC data for Ba2CdOsO6

Magnetic susceptibility measurements on Ba2CdOsO6 show no signs of long

range order (Figure 3.26). Using a Curie-Weiss fit in the high temperature lin-

ear region in the inverse susceptibility data gives the following values:C=0.387(1)emu-
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K/mole, θc=-88(1)K, and µeff = 1.8µB.

Figure 3.27: Magnetic hysteresis measurements of Ba2CdOsO6 at 2K

The magnetic hysteresis measurements on Ba2CdOsO6 show small amounts of

coercivity from the impurity phase and no saturation (Figure 3.27).

Heat capacity measurements were taken over the range of 4K to 100K

and compared to the isostructural non-magnetic tungsten compounds. The

heat capacity of the isostructural compounds are fit using three parame-

ters (K1,K2,K3)in the form: Cp=K1T+K2T
3+K3T

5. These fits can then be

used to subtract an approximation of the non-magnetic contributions to the

heat capacity so that only the magnetic portion remains. In comparison to

the Ba2MReO6 series, the tungsten compounds do not match the magnetic
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Ba2GOsO6 as well so fewer conclusions can be drawn (Figure 3.28,Figure 3.29,

Figure 3.30).

Figure 3.28: On top: Heat capacity of Ba2MgOsO6 (shown in blue) and
Ba2MgWO6 (shown in red. On bottom: Subtraction of the Ba2MgWO6 fit
to show the magnetic heat capacity of Ba2MgOsO6
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Figure 3.29: On top: Heat capacity of Ba2ZnOsO6 (shown in blue) and
Ba2ZnWO6 (shown in red. On bottom: Subtraction of the Ba2ZnWO6 fit
to show the magnetic heat capacity of Ba2ZnOsO6
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Figure 3.30: Heat capacity of Ba2CdOsO6 (shown in blue) and Ba2CdWO6

(shown in red.
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Neutron scattering measurements were also performed at the Spallation Neu-

tron Source (SNS, Oak Ridge National Laboratory), on the SEQUOIA Fine

Resolution Fermi Chopper Spectrometer by Dalini Maharaj and Gabriele Sala

[16]. For collection of the inelastic scattering data, an incident energy of

40meV and 60meV were used for Ba2ZnOsO6 with 60meV and 90meV for

Ba2MgOsO6. The samples were enclosed in aluminum cells with a He ex-

change gas atmosphere, loaded into an Orange 4He-flow cryostat, and inves-

tigated over a temperature range of 7K to 200K. An identical empty can was

measured under the same experimental conditions and used for background

subtraction. Ba2ZnOsO6 exhibited a spin gap in the low Q region with a gap

energy of ∼7meV and Ba2MgOsO6 also displays a spin gap in the low Q region

but with a larger spin gap energy of ∼12meV (Figure 3.31 and Figure 3.32).
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Figure 3.31: 60meV inelastic neutron scattering of Ba2ZnOsO6 with a 200K
data set used for a background subtraction showing the formation of the spin
gap at 7meV.
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Figure 3.32: 60meV inelastic neutron scattering of Ba2MgOsO6 showing the
formation of the spin gap at 12meV.
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3.4 La2LiJO6 where J=(Ru,Os)

La2LiOsO6 was prepared using a conventional solid state reaction. A mixture

of La2O3, 10% excess of Li2CO3 and 10% of Os were ground together and

heated in air for two hours at 900oC with one intermittent regrinding. For

La2LiRuO6, a mixture of of La2O3, 10% excess of Li2CO3, and RuO2 were

ground together and heated in air for one day at 900oC with one intermittent

regrinding. Excess of Li2CO3 and Os were used to compensate for evapora-

tion. The oxidation state of ruthenium and osmium in these compounds are

5+ which corresponds to an electronic configuration of 4d3 and 5d3 respec-

tively.

The La2LiJO6 series where J=(Ru,Os) form in the monoclinic P21/n space

group. X-ray powder diffraction data were collected using a PANAlytical

X-pert diffractometer using CuKα1 radiation (λ = 1.54056Å) at ambient tem-

perature for all samples over the range 10o to 120o in 2θ. This data was then

imported into the FullProf Suite and the Rietveld[11] software was used to

create fits to the powder x-ray data to extract the lattice parameters for these

compounds. Shown in Figure 3.33 is a representative Rietveld fit where the

data is shown in red, the black curve is the fit, the blue ticks are expected

locations for Bragg peaks, and the blue is the difference between the data and

the fit.
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Figure 3.33: Rietveld refinement of La2LiOsO6 at room temperature where
the data is shown with red dots, the fit is the black line, the blue ticks indicate
predicted structural peaks, and the blue line shows the difference between the
data and the fit.

The room temperature lattice parameters for La2LiRuO6 are a=5.5529(2)Å,

b=5.6010(2)Å, c=7.8414(3)Å, and β=90.038(5). For La2LiOsO6, the lattice

parameters are a=5.56091(5)Å, b=5.65742(5)Å, c=7.86884(6)Å, and β=90.1503(6).
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For La2LiJO6 (where J=Ru,Os), zero field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC)

magnetic susceptibility measurements were performed using a SQUID magne-

tometer with an applied field of 0.05 T.

Figure 3.34: ZFC (shown in black) and FC (shown in red) magnetic suscepti-
bility measurements on La2LiRuO6

Magnetic susceptibility measurements on La2LiRuO6 shown in Figure 3.34 a

magnetic phase transition to an antiferromagnetic ordered state at ∼ 24K[?

]. No divergence between the FC and ZFC data is observed. Using a Curie-

Weiss fit in the high temperature linear region in the inverse susceptibility

data gives the following values: C=1.93(5) emu-K/mole, θc=-185(5)K, and

µeff = 3.93(2)µB.
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Figure 3.35: ZFC(shown in blue) and FC(shown in red) magnetic susceptibility
measurements on La2LiOsO6. Inset: Inverse susceptibility of the ZFC data for
La2LiOsO6

Magnetic susceptibility measurements on La2LiOsO6 shown in Figure 3.35 a

magnetic phase transition to an antiferromagnetic ordered state at ∼ 35K.

No divergence between the FC and ZFC data is observed. Using a Curie-

Weiss fit in the high temperature linear region in the inverse susceptibility

data gives the following values: C=1.443(8) emu-K/mole, θc=-154(2)K, and

µeff = 3.40(1)µB.
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Neutron diffraction data without energy analysis were collected at the C2 in-

strument at the NRU reactor operated by the Canadian Nuclear Laboratory,

Chalk River, Ontario, Canada. The data were collected at several tempera-

tures from 3.5K to 280K with neutron wavelengths of 2.3719 and/or 1.3305

depending on measurement temperature. The crystal and magnetic structures

were refined using the FULLPROF suite of programs[22]. In previous work the

Ru5+ in La2LiRuO6 was determined to have an ordered moment of 2.2(2)µB

[4] with ordering wave vector (000) as shown in Figure 3.36. La2LiOsO6 was

found to have an ordered moment of 1.81(4)(6)µB with ordering wave vector

(1/2 1/2 0) depicted in Figure 3.37 and Figure 3.38. As one would expect

from a less than half filled outer shell, the moment on the Os5+ ion is smaller

than the moment on the Ru5+ ion due to spin-orbit coupling.

Figure 3.36: Magnetic structure of La2LiRuO6 from Rietveld refinement with
ordering wave vector k(000)[4].
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Figure 3.37: Rietveld refinement on elastic neutron diffraction La2LiOsO6 at
3.5K for both the nuclear and magnetic structure.
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Figure 3.38: Magnetic structure of La2LiOsO6 from Rietveld refinement with
ordering wave vector k(1/2,1/2,0).
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Neutron scattering measurements were also performed at the Spallation Neu-

tron Source (SNS, Oak Ridge National Laboratory), on the SEQUOIA Fine

Resolution Fermi Chopper Spectrometer [23]. For collection of elastic scatter-

ing data, an incident energy of 11meV was used with an energy integration

range from -0.15 to 0.15 meV. The samples were enclosed in annular aluminum

cells with a He exchange gas atmosphere, loaded into an Orange 4He-flow cryo-

stat, and investigated over a temperature range of 7K to 100K. An identical

empty can was measured under the same experimental conditions and used for

background subtraction. La2LiRuO6 exhibited a spin gap in the low q region

with a gap energy of ∼2.2meV and La2LiOsO6 also displays a spin gap in the

low q region but with a much larger spin gap energy of ∼7meV (Figure 3.39

and Figure 3.40).
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Figure 3.39: Inelastic neutron scattering of La2LiRuO6 showing the formation
of the spin gap at 2.2meV.
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Figure 3.40: Inelastic neutron scattering of La2LiOsO6 showing the formation
of the spin gap at 7meV.
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Chapter 4

Discussion and Conclusion

This investigation seeks to observe trends in the structural and magnetic prop-

erties of the double perovskites Ba2YRuO6, Ba2YReO6,Ba2YOsO6, Ba2MgReO6,

Ba2ZnReO6, Ba2Y2/3ReO6, Ba2MgOsO6, Ba2ZnOsO6, Ba2CdOsO6, La2LiRuO6,

and La2LiOsO6. All of these compounds contain only one magnetic ion with

a valence electron configuration of 4d3, 5d1, 5d2, or 5d3 depending on the

compound. From the ionic radii[5], a tolerance factor was calculated for each

double perovskite. Double perovskites with a tolerance factor close to unity

were found to form in the cubic space group Fm-3m whereas those with lower

tolerance factors formed in the monoclinic space group P21/n. Lattice pa-

rameters for all the investigated double perovskites were determined using a

Rietveld refinement on the powder x-ray diffraction data. Table 4.1 includes a

summary of the electron configuration, space group, lattice parameters, toler-

ance factor and references to previous literature. In the cases where previous

literature data was available, the results are consistent.
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Compound
Electron
Configuration

Space Group
Lattice
Parameters(Å)

Tolerance
Factor

Reference

Ba2YRuO6 4d3 Fm-3m 8.3376(4) 0.995 this work
Ba2YRuO6 4d3 Fm-3m 8.33559(9) 0.995 [1]
Ba2YReO6 5d2 Fm-3m 8.3986(3) 0.992 this work
Ba2YReO6 5d2 Fm-3m 8.36278(2) 0.992 [20]
Ba2YOsO6 5d3 Fm-3m 8.3560(1) 0.993 this work
Ba2YOsO6 5d3 Fm-3m 8.35(7) 0.993 [21]

Ba2MgReO6 5d1 Fm-3m 8.0849(2) 1.043 this work
Ba2MgReO6 5d1 Fm-3m 8.082 1.043 [22]
Ba2ZnReO6 5d1 Fm-3m 8.1148(1) 1.038 this work
Ba2ZnRe6 5d1 Fm-3m 8.106 1.038 [22]

Ba2Y2/3ReO6 5d1 Fm-3m 8.10313(6) 1.074 this work
Ba2MgOsO6 5d2 Fm-3m 8.0757(1) 1.044 this work
Ba2MgOsO6 5d2 Fm-3m 8.08 1.044 [22]
Ba2ZnOsO6 5d2 Fm-3m 8.0975(1) 1.039 this work
Ba2ZnOsO6 5d2 Fm-3m 8.095 1.039 [22]
Ba2CdOsO6 5d2 Fm-3m 8.3190(1) 0.988 this work
Ba2CdOsO6 5d2 Fm-3m 8.362 0.988 [22]

La2LiRuO6 4d3 P21/n

a=5.5529(2)
b=5.6010(2)
c=7.8414(3)
β=90.038(5)

0.944 this work

La2LiRuO6 4d3 P21/n

a=5.5555(2)
b=5.5977(2)
c=7.8454(3)
β=90.020(5)

0.944 [4]

La2LiOsO6 5d3 P21/n

a=5.56091(5)
b=5.65742(5)
c=7.86884(6)
β=90.1503(6)

0.942 this work

La2LiOsO6 5d3 P21/n

a=5.5603(2)
b=5.6564(2)
c=7.8662(2)
β=90.1470(10)

0.942 [9]

Table 4.1: Comparison of structural information between the double per-
ovskites synthesized in this investigation and previous literature. The tolerance
factor was calculated using radii from [5]
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Magnetic susceptibility measurements were performed with a SQUID magne-

tometer on all the double perovskites down to 2K. This data was analyzed

by plotting the inverse magnetic susceptibilty and using a Curie-Weiss Law

fit in the linear high temperature region. However, it is likely that most of

these compounds do not have a true Curie-Weiss regime at room temperature

and would require higher temperature measurements to have more accurate θC

constants and effective moments. For example, the curvature near the tran-

sition temperatures in Ba2YRuO6 and Ba2YOsO6 suggest that there are 2D

short range correlations which would be non-trivial at room temperature. The

approximate θC constants and ordering temperatures in these compounds can

still give us qualitative information on the degree of magnetic geometric frus-

tration. Elastic neutron experiments were used to determine the ordering wave

vectors in compounds with long range order by using Rietveld refinements to

fit the nuclear and magnetic peaks. For compounds that display long range

ferromagnetic order, the diffraction conditions for the nuclear and magnetic

peaks are the same and can make the contribution from the magnetic ordering

difficult to resolve. This is the case for the 5d1 compounds Ba2MgReO6 and

Ba2ZnReO6 which already have small scattering from due to small moments.

It is also valuable to look at the high temperature structure versus the low tem-

perature structure to ensure that no structural changes are taking place. To

instrument resolution, for all the measured compounds, no structural changes

were observed. Time of flight (TOF) inelastic neutron experiments were used

to investigate spin gap formation in all of the double perovskites with the

exception of Ba2CdOsO6 due to the large neutron absorption cross section of

Cd. The spin gap formation is characterized by a feature which is fairly lo-
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calized in both Q and energy in the inelastic neutron spectrum which occurs

in the low Q region but does not intersect the elastic channel. Again due to

small scattering from the small moments on the 5d1 rhenium compounds, no

conclusive results about the presence of a spin gap could be obtained. Repeat

experiments on these compounds with different sample can geometry and en-

hanced counting times would improve the ability to verify the existence of a

spin gap. Another feature which could have been observed in these inelastic

neutron spectrums was a Jahn-Teller distortion. This would have been seen

as a Q-independent feature at 7meV corresponding to a distortion on of the

Re-O octahedra. This feature was not seen, supporting that these compounds

do not undergo any structural changes at low temperature. A summary of the

magnetic susceptibilty data, spin gap energy, ground state and a comparison

to available literature values can be found in Table 4.2.

The following measurements performed on the 5d1 rhenium series and the 5d2

osmium series were done to further explore these materials (as they are not well

reported in the literature) and to verify conclusions made with the magnetic

susceptibility data. Heat capacity measurements were taken to confirm the

ordering temperatures found in the magnetic susceptibilty data. These heat

capacity measurements were also compared to non-magnetic isostructural se-

ries Ba2MgWO6, Ba2ZnWO6, Ba2Y2/3WO6, and Ba2CdWO6 to give further

evidence of a magnetic transition and also to model the lattice contribution

to the heat capacity. For the rhenium compounds the tungsten analogues

gave a reasonable model to use for the lattice contribution to the heat ca-

pacity. For the osmium compounds the divergence between the data sets was
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too large. Magnetic hysteresis measurements were performed on Ba2MgReO6,

Ba2ZnReO6, Ba2Y2/3ReO6Ba2MgOsO6, Ba2ZnOsO6, and Ba2CdOsO6 at 2K

with a field of -5 to 5 T. Ba2MgReO6 and Ba2ZnReO6 displayed ferromagnetic

behaviour with coercivities of ∼0.2 and 0.08 T and saturated moments of ∼0.3

and 0.19 µB respectively. Ba2Y2/3ReO6 shows evidence of a spin glass ground

state in the magnetic susceptibilty and the magnetic hysteresis showed no co-

ercivity or saturation which is consistent with a spin glass ground state. The

osmium compounds all showed no saturation and slight coercivities which can

be attributed to small amounts of the ferromagnetic impurity phase.
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Compound θC(K), Tord(K), f spin gap(meV)
Ground
State

Ref

Ba2YRuO6 -402(3),36,11 5
AFM
k(001)

this work,[3]

Ba2YRuO6 -522, 36, 16 5
AFM
k(001)

[1],[3]

Ba2YReO6 -398(3),-,- inconclusive spin glass this work
Ba2YReO6 -616(7),-,- - spin glass [20]

Ba2YOsO6 -772(4),69,11 17
AFM type
k(001)

this work

Ba2MgReO6 -141(3)/21.1(1), ∼16,9/1.3 inconclusive FM this work
Ba2MgReO6 - - FM [23]
Ba2ZnReO6 20(1),16,1.3 inconclusive FM this work

Ba2Y2/3ReO6 -528(7),-,- inconclusive spin glass this work
Ba2MgOsO6 -51(2),45,1 12 - this work
Ba2ZnOsO6 -107(2),30,4 7 - this work
Ba2CdOsO6 -88(2),-,- - no LRO this work

La2LiRuO6 -185(5), ∼24,8 2.2
AFM
k(000)

this work,[4]

La2LiRuO6 -184,24,8 -
AFM
k(000)

[4]

La2LiOsO6 -154(2),∼35,4 7
AFM
k(1/2,1/2,0)

this work

La2LiOsO6 -168,39,4 - AFM [24]

Table 4.2: f-frustration index| θC
Tord

|, AFM-antiferromagnetic, FM-

ferromagnetic, LRO-long range order

From Table4.2, there are two sets of double perovskites -cubic: Ba2YRuO6,

Ba2YOsO6, monoclinic: La2LiRuO6, La2LiOsO6- which can be used to exam-

ine the effects of replacing a 4d3 ion with a 5d3 ion. For Ba2YRuO6 lattice

parameter a=8.3376(4)Å and for Ba2YRuO6 a=8.3560(1)Å. This corresponds

to a change of ∼0.2% in lattice parameter a and ∼0.7% in the unit cell volume.

Since the change in unit cell volume is small, chemical pressure is not expected

to have a large influence. Similarly, using the lattice parameters in Table4.1,
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the change in unit cell volume for La2LiRuO6 and La2LiOsO6 is ∼5%. The

main differences between Ru5+ and Os5+ are the orbital radial extent and the

free ion spin-orbit coupling (SOC) constant. For Ru5+ and Os5+, the SOC

constants(λ) are 55meV and 186meV respectively [2],[25]. The ratio of these

SOC constants is
λ(Os)

λ(Ru)
∼3.4 . This can be compared to the ratio of the spin

gap energy in the cubic set (
EgapBa2Y OsO6

EgapBa2Y RuO6

=
17meV

5meV
=3.4)and the mono-

clinic set (
EgapLa2LiOsO6

EgapLa2LiRuO6

=
7meV

2.2meV
∼3.2). This suggests that the spin gap

formation energy may be related to change in spin-orbit coupling and can be

observed in a cubic system as well as a monoclinic system. The ordering tem-

perature increases from 36K in Ba2YRuO6 to 69K for Ba2YOsO6. Since the

change in lattice parameters and unit cell volume is small, this increase can

be attributed to the larger orbital radial extent of Os5+. There is an increase

in ordering temperatures for La2LiRuO6 and La2LiOsO6 as well from 24K to

35K. Due to larger change in lattice parameters, the effects of the larger orbital

radial extent of Os5+ could be slightly diminished and thus the change is not

as large (
35K

24K
∼ 1.5 versus

69K

36K
∼ 1.9). As expected the frustration indices

for the cubic system are larger than for the monoclinic system.

Ba2MgOsO6, Ba2ZnOsO6, and Ba2CdOsO6 are all cubic and have a valence

electron configuration of 5d2. The lattice parameters are 8.0757(1)Å,8.0975(1)Å,

and 8.3190(1)4Å respectively. The change in lattice parameter and corre-

spondingly the unit cell volume is caused by the increasing ionic radii of the

non-magnetic B site. Having the non-magnetic B site vary influences the or-

dering temperature as follows: Mg-45K,Zn-30K,Cd-no long range order. It
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also seen to influence the spin gap energy with 12meV for Ba2MgOsO6 and

7meV for Ba2ZnOsO6. The lattice parameter and unit cell volume differences

between Ba2MgOsO6 and Ba2MgOsO6 are ∼ 0.3% and ∼ 0.8%. Therefore

the changes in ordering temperature and spin gap formation are not likely due

to chemical pressure but could be influenced by the superexchange pathways

through the non-magnetic site.
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